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"Partnering", or "Strategic Partnering", is a
management technique whereby a long term relationship is
developed with a supplier, owner, contractor, etc. in order
to derive mutual benefits developed through mutual trust and
commitment. Partnering techniques have been used in many
industries and are being increasingly used in the
construction industry. Partnering techniques are defined
differently in different industries, but all examples show
several common traits such as mutual risk, trust, and
reward. The scope of this report is to examine the
technique of partnering in several industries and contrast
these uses with current use in the construction industry.
In particular, a specific type of Construction partnering
used by the Department of Defense will be examined.

PARTNERING DEFINED
In recent years, the process of partnering has become
popular in industry. The construction industry is slowly
learning that partnering can be a useful tool for
profitability. Partnering is a long term contractual
process whereby both parties work to maximize the others
interests. The theory is that if the parties work toward
each others interest in a long term relationship, greater
growth, profitability, and profit will occur for all
parties.
"Partner" is defined as "one who takes part in an
activity with another or others; specifically, one or two or
more persons in the same business enterprise, sharing its
profits and risks." [Webster, 1969] In the business world, a
partner generally has a fiduciary responsibility to look out
for the other partner's interests. While the technique of
"partnering" does not necessarily extend to a fiduciary
responsibility, the process is characterized by trust and
mutual risk and benefit.
The management technique called "Partnering" is defined
differently by each industry in which it is used. However,
the general traits are similar and a broad and common
definition follows. The Construction Industry Institute, a
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trade association which promotes cost effectiveness in the
construction industry, defines the process as follows in a
report by its Partnering Research Group:
"Partnering is a long-term commitment between
two or more organizations for the purpose of
achieving specific business objectives by
maximizing the effectiveness of each participant's
resources. The relationship is based upon trust,
dedication to common goals, and an understanding
of each other's individual expectations and
values. Expected benefits include improved
efficiency and cost effectiveness, increased
opportunity for innovation, and the continuous
improvement of quality products and services.
Departing from the clinical definition,
"partnering' is simply a relationship wherein:
-All seek win-win solutions.
-Value is placed on long-term relationships.
-Trust and openness ar norms. An environment for
long-term profitability exists.
-All are encouraged to openly address any
problem.
-All understand that neither benefits from
exploitation of the other.
-Innovation is encouraged.
-Each partner is aware of the other's needs,
concerns, and objectives, and is interested
in helping their partner achieve such.
-Overall performance is improved.
"
["Partnering,
Meeting the Challenges. ..", 1989]
Several themes are consistently raised in any
discussion of partnering. The Construction Industry
Institute lists these themes as:
1. Long term relationship
The relationship is not for the
completion of one project but rather
over a long period of time and includes

a continuing requirement of projects.
Commitment
Each party must be committed to the
success or the other.
Continuous Improvement
Feedback must flow freely and the
partners must remained focussed on
improving the quality of the product.
Trust




Each party invests those strengths or
assets with which it can contribute to
the success of the partnership.
Alignment
All parties must be in agreement with
the goals and expectations of the
partnership.
Synergism
The relationship should "combine" the
resources and knowledge of all parties.
Risks




Rewards should be determined in
conjunction with risks. All parties
must gain some advantage from the
relationship.
10. Equity
All parties share in the success. All
must act as partners
11. Systemic
The relationship should not depend
solely on individuals, but should be
systemic to the corporate culture.
12 Competitive Edge
Each partner should gain from the
relationship.
["Partnering, Meeting the Challenges...", 1989]
Larry Wilson, founder of Wilson Learning Corporation,
has identified five basic values which are basic to a true
partnering relationship:
1. TRUST — 100 percent. Everyone understands and
trusts everyone else. Everyone commits to a
mutually beneficial relationship and to trusting
the others.
2. ACCOUNTABILITY — 100 percent. Everyone takes
100 percent personal responsibility for the
partnership, for the success and the setbacks.
3. SUPPORT — 100 percent. Everyone commits to
giving and receiving support. His slogan is "100

percent support through all the mistakes until we
make it .
"
4. TRUTH — 100 percent. No holding back of
information or opinion; a willingness to talk
about anything. This is especially true for bad
news- the delays, the price increases and the
rumors
.
5. EFFORT — 100 percent. Everyone is 100
percent committed to the mission. You don't go
into meetings with one eye on the door, or with
the intent of making the meeting end at 3:00 so
you can catch the only direct flight home.
[French, 1988]
Nick Prater, CEO of Mobay, a control industry firm,
gives an example of why partnering is necessary in the
control industry:
" Control technology and process design capability
have been leapfrogging each other for the last 50
years in a ratchet effect, but control technology
is clearly ahead today. . . . industry is not
ready or capable to fully absorb and use its
potential. Therefore, we must follow a team
approach" — his word for partnering —
"consisting of process chemists, design engineers,
operation and maintenance engineers and suppliers
to bring the system into balance.
"
[French, 1988]
Another key element in the partnering process is that
the partners cannot control every aspect of the partnering
operation. They must give up some control in order to let
the partners exercise their expertise and perform more
efficiently. The following guote from a manufacturing plant
superintendent, although applied to a partnering process
with in-house employees, sheds some light on this issue:
"A real important part of the process is this:
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you have to change the way you communicate. You
have to be ready to communicate close to
everything you know. If you want them (employees)
to be committed and to demonstrate some
partnership and ownership, management has to give
up its right to control information. If you tell
them where you're trying to take them, and let
them get involved in the process, they'll give you
ideas you never would have thought of yourself."
[French, 1988]
Key words from a discussion of a partnering
relationship between Shell Oil and Du Pont are synergistic,
commitment, and trust.
Ford Motor Company, defines partnering as
"any process in which two (or more) companies
cooperate to an unusually high degree to achieve
their separate but complementary objectives. They
do this in an way that goes well beyond the usual
levels of mutual trust, vision, and commitment in
the standard customer-supplier relationship, but
not so far as to constitute a legal merger and in
a way that will support obligations and objectives
vis-a'-vis other customers and suppliers. The
partners must not only trust each other but also
have a common vision of future benefits and be
willing to commit resources to joint programs."
[Stralkowski and Billon, 1988]
"In effect, a partnering effort involves establishing a




In summary, although the specific relationship of
partnering may be quite different to suit the idiosyncrasies





-shared risk, reward, responsibility, and goals
The following chapters will present specific examples of
partnering relationships. Even though each relationship is
different, the same themes are common.

GROWTH PARTNERING
Mack Hanan, President of The Wellspring Group,
management consultants in business growth and
diversification, has been credited as the inventor of growth
partnering. Growth partnering is defined in this sense as a
method of partnering to develop growth in industry. "A
growth partner is a special kind of customer. It is a
customer whose costs we can significantly reduce or whose
profitable sales volume we can significantly increase. In
one or the other of these two ways, we can improve a
customer's profits. By improving his profits, we can help
him grow." [Hanan, 1986] In his book, Growth Partnering.
How to Manage Strategic Alliances for Mutual Profit , he sets
out his theory for partnering. Among the points he makes
are:
1. We can't grow our own business, only someone
else's. The businesses we grow are called "key
customers". By striving to help the key customer
grow, greater growth for both is assured.
2. We grow by improving our partner's profits.
3. "If we cannot grow a customer, we cannot
partner with him. We can do business with him but
we cannot be partners. Instead, we will be merely
9

a vendor to him. . . Vendors and purchasers are
in business to make money. Partners are in each
other's business to make growth."
4
.
Strategic partnering is a win-win
relationship.
5. Cost control is unyielding. Vendors become an
extension of the firm's internal cost control.
The prerequisites for a partnering relationship include:
1. A Mutual strategy and objective. The goals of
both parties as well as the methods of achieving
those goals should be the same.
2. Mutual risk and reward. Both parties share the
risks of failure as well as the rewards of
success.
Hanan's method of growth by partnering exhibits the
same traits as discussed in the previous chapter. He notes
that a partnering approach requires a new attitude in
dealing with customers and competitors.
"Once we accept the fact that we can only
grow by growing our key customers, we revise
forever the relationship we have with them.
At once, the traditional distinction between
buyer and seller alters. Its basis, which lay in
the absence of mutual objectives, will disappear.
Win-lose strategies will have no place because a
customer must win if we are going to be able to
grow him. We must win if the customer is going to
have a continuing improver of his profit. In this
way, a win-win relationship will be fostered
between us.
The line between merely selling and buying
10

will blur. The zone where our selfish interest
conflicts with our customer's interest will thin
down. The traditional need to overcome the
customer will be converted to a need to come over
to his way of assigning priorities to his
problems, of defining the kinds of solutions he
can most readily implement, and, together with






Business relationships between companies are formed in
order to obtain a service or product not produced in house.
This relationship may take on innumerable forms. It can be
a one time only service or a long time relationship. When a
business wants to obtain a service or product that it does
not currently produce in-house, several options are
available. The options span the range from a lump sum
contract or purchase order for a one time delivery, to
obtaining the service by creating a new production or
service capability within the organization. Written
contracts provide the vehicle for obtaining most of the
services when the service is obtained from outside the firm.
A myriad of contract types are available to suit the
particular situation at hand. Many types of contractual
arrangements have developed in the construction industry to
allow the architect-engineer/owner/contractor to work
together for mutual gain. Each of these types of
contractual arrangements have varying degrees of risk for




1. Fixed Price contract
2
.
Percentage of fee contract
3 Open end contract
4. Sole source
["Student Guide. ..", 1982
]
Figures 2.1 to 2.3 provide a comparison of several of the
common types of contractual arrangements. Each of these
contract types attempt to define the goals and allocate the
risk and reward for successful or unsuccessful completion.
At one end of the risk spectrum is the lump-sum or
fixed-price contract. This contract type is one of the most
well known and widely used contract types. The fixed price
contract places almost all the risk for completion
explicitly on the contractor. He alone is responsible for
successful completion and receives no reward for early
completion.
At the other end of the contract risk spectrum is the
cost plus fee contract type. In this type of contract, the
contractor performs the required work on a cost reimbursable
basis and an additional fee determined by various methods.
This type of contract places most of the risk on the owner
rather than the contractor since the cost of all work is
reimbursable to the contractor.
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general procurement spectrum. The required process is
taken into the corporate structure and all risk and reward
is assumed by the parent for the successful completion.
This technique is not practical if the parent does not have
the required expertise. It is generally not cost effective
to maintain state of the art technology in all areas of
needed services. Additionally, the amount of service
required may not justify start up expenditures for the new
process.
"Partnering" solves some of these contracting problems
of risk and reward by merging the goals of the owner and
supplier. In one sense partnering attempts to create an
atmosphere where the supplier of the service acts as if he
were a part of the parent corporation. However, the
supplier may also have many other clients. Partnering
allows the supplier to continue to concentrate on the
business he knows best. Ford Motor Company offers a
traditional partnering concept which is discussed in more
detail in a Chapter Three. Briefly, Ford Motor Company uses
a sole source partner to perform several work items in the
automobile manufacturing process such as painting and body
manufacture. These "partners" perform services that were
once performed in-house by Ford, but now are provided
through a partnering arrangement with an outside firm.





Partnering in industry may take many forms. Among them
are a relationship between a manufacturer and supplier or a
manufacturer and distributor. In many applications,
partnering fits the role of customer and supplier. The
construction industry fits the customer/supplier model with
the contractor and/or engineer providing a product for the
owner (customer)
.
The following examples describe partnering
relationships in representative industries. One will see
that although each application is markedly different, each
exhibits the traits discussed earlier.
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PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
The Pulp and Paper industry has moved toward
"partnering" as a response to increased global competition
forcing paper companies and their suppliers to combine
resources to remain competitive. Paper companies are using
supplier partnerships to produce a quality product at a
lower cost. "What was once a mutually exclusive environment
between suppliers and producers has slowly shifted to a more
symbiotic relationship." [Nelson, 1990] Although the
relationships tend to be designed to protect the parties
from the downside risk of inferior supplies or products, the
partnerships have developed into productive long term
relationships. An industry analyst reports:
"There are too many suppliers for the
available business... the cost of staying in the
market is high due to the enormous research and
development effort required. . . and the move by the
process industries in general , and the paper
industry in particular, is to single-source
responsibility." [Nelson, 1990]
These single-source relationships are taking the form of
strategic partnering relationships.
"From the paper maker's perspective, the
advantages of a single source of supply are
reduced costs, complete accountability, supplier
loyalty, and a better end product. For the
supplier, the benefits include attracting new
business, improving profit margins and




One attribute stressed in the partnering relationships is
that communication and high ethical standards are a key to
maintaining a high standard of quality. Without a sincere
commitment to quality, the partnership will not have the
profitable effect desired.
PIMA Magazine, an industry publication, interviewed
three prominent paper industry executives about partnering.
James Malloy, President and Chief Operating Officer of
Jefferson Smurfit Corporation and Container Corporation of
America, describes the uniqueness of a partnering
relationship and the tremendous obligation it entails. In
one instance a customer was doing a study of the supplier's
manufacturing plant at his own expense to determine if a
particular quality improvement could be made. As the
customer explained: "If you can improve your (the
supplier's) make-ready time, it makes you more efficient and
at the end of the day we're going to get the benefits too."
["James Malloy. ..", 1989] In this sense, customers are
working with single source suppliers for mutual efficiency.
In another area, Smurfit provides contract packaging
design work, performance testing, market research, and
actual packaging, for large customers such as Proctor and
Gamble, Colgate-Polmolive and Lever Brothers. This
integration of services coupled with long term relationships
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strengthens the sole-source supplier bond and is mutually
profitable. In some instances, the customers rely on
Smurfit for 100 percent of their packaging work.
Archie Dunham, group Vice President, Chemicals and
Pigments, for the Du Pont Company describes the way
partnering has changed business practices in the paper
industry in this manner:
"In the past, we took the products of our research
efforts and proceeded to seek the right "fit" for
them in the marketplace. Today, we first try to
determine the customer's problems and needs and
then try to solve them through focused research
and development programs.
Technology is advancing at such a fast clip
that no corporation can be an expert in
everything. By forming strategic alliances, all
players in the distribution chain - the supplier,
the customer and the consumer - can share the
burden and benefits of developing a specific
expertise. With partnerships, developing a
commercial product form new technology happens
faster and more efficiently.
"
["Archie
Dunham. . . ", 1989]
Phil Taddeo, vice president of Procurement and
Logistics for Scott Paper Company, discusses how "backward
integration", or performing more services in house, develops
a tendency to "perform particular functions to perfection
separate form other functions." "Over time this promotes
functionalism - looking at a department as an isolated
function rather than part of a whole." He claims that
partnering can erase this type of mind allowing partners,
whether they are customers, suppliers, or employees, to
22

become stakeholders in the operation and share both the
risks and the rewards.
"In the late '60s we began a process people
call partnering. Some people call it
partnerships, stakeholders, mutual win/win. There
are all kinds of words, but it tends to be the
same concept. I was involved as a corrugated
procurement manager at the time. We were reducing
the total number of suppliers we used and
improving the total effectiveness of our remaining
suppliers by building partnerships. We went from
getting bids every quarter, which was not value-
adding, to buying on a multi-year basis. It made
sense. Certain suppliers were more effective on
cost, quality and service. They could help our
company win."
"When buyers and suppliers are "married" for
more than one year, they get a different
perspective. With partnering, you show the
supplier what you want to do, and they tell you
how they can serve that need. That way you can
explore what the efficiencies and savings for both
sides are and share them.
The idea is to work as if you were an
integrated operation. I can go into my own
operation and say "boy, that's not necessary," or
"I've got to do more of that." The ideal is to be
able to do that with suppliers too. I think we're
more able to visit suppliers and see their
processes with our operating people and vice versa
so they can better appreciate exactly where and
how the product is used. "[Phil Taddeo...", 1989]
Mr. Taddeo also emphasis that partnering involves a
commitment from the entire organization. "We have hosted
and been hosted by our partners at plant visits and other
shared events. Hourly and salaried workers at all
management levels have participated in an open dialogue that
has built camaraderie between the two partners and
transcends the business. The partners are genuinely
23

interested in what happens .
"
The main barrier to partnering, according to Mr.
Taddeo, is not wanting to give partners full access to
information. However, without full information, the partner
cannot make completely informed decisions about how best to




The following section is drawn from an article in the
National Productivity Review, Spring 1988 issue, concerning
The Ford Motor Company and partnering. [Stralkowski and
Billon, 1988]
The Ford Motor Company is an excellent example of how
partnering can be used and where partnering is applicable.
In the early 1900' s, Henry Ford obtained virtually all the
components for his automobiles from outside suppliers.
These suppliers were in effect partners since the growth and
profitability of these suppliers were dependent on the
success of the Ford Motor Company. There was not a great
deal of competition for the supplier's products. In later
years, Ford integrated most of the component supply into his
own firm. The historic Rouge River Plant for instance, took
in iron ore at one end and shipped out cars from the other.
During this episode, the role of suppliers was clearly
subordinate and even adversarial.
Today, the Ford Motor Company is again pursuing
business relationships with "partners". Responsibility and
accountability for many component's design and delivery go
to the suppliers. "Ford does seem to be acknowledging that
it should stick to those things it does best and turn over
other activities to "partner suppliers" and even "partner
25

competitors" when they can do them better."
At first glance, complete integration would seem to be
the key to gaining a competitive advantage. This
integration could be described as "the ultimate
partnership." The Ford Motor Company was successful with
integration at the Rouge River plant. However, some
shortcomings of integration of operations are apparent:
1. STANDARDIZATION. A company will tend to
standardize its policies across its integrated
organizations. But an advantageous policy in one industry
segment in the production and marketing chain may turn out
to be a competitive disadvantage in another.
2. TRYING TO BE THE BEST IN ALL SEGMENTS.
Integration may require the company to compete in an
industry segment in the production chain where it has little
competence
.
3. INFLEXIBILITY In an integrated company, a
large investment in people, ideas, and interlocking
equipment may reduce the ability to change.
Partnering, on the other hand, allows two companies to
cooperate to an unusually high degree without a merger or
integration of one company into another. This alternative
management technique allows Ford (as well as others) to





Ford Motor Company uses partnering to cooperate with
other companies in a venue of mutual trust and commitment
but stopping short of a merger. Figure 5.1 illustrates how
commitment and reward are related for a supplier and
customer relationship such as Ford's.
The Ford Motor Company sees several advantages to
partnering relationships with suppliers. Among them are:
1
.
The advantages of an integrated company with
increased cooperation while avoiding the disadvantages of
integration discussed above.
2. "Each partner can enhance its own competitive
position through the knowledge and resources shared by the
other." As an example, Ford turned over its paint business
to Du Pont. Ford Management felt that its overall
competitive position could be improved if the paint
operation were turned over to a supplier with greater
competence in finishes.
3. "The partnership can be flexible. In
comparison to an integrated company, the partnership can
easily be modified or even dissolved when the benefits are
realized or when it is clear that changed circumstances have






































[Stralkowski and Billon, 1988]
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4. "Multi-partnerships are possible. ... Different
objectives can be pursued with different partners. The
objective is to select the partner that can bring the most
complementary competence to the opportunity being pursued.
An integrated company would be at a disadvantage here
because of the difficulty in securing cooperation from
direct competitors." [Stralkowski and Billon, 1988]
In summary, the Ford Motor Company has
accomplished its objectives using varying strategies from
in-house production to competition among suppliers for
products to partnering relationship. Each method has its
advantages and disadvantages. The alternative management
strategy of partnering exhibited by Ford offers many of the
advantages of integration while avoiding the pitfalls.
However, this strategy cannot be seen as a panacea. The
concept of partnering exacts a price of commitment and trust
as discussed in the earlier chapters. In many industries,
the desire to maintain "trade secrets" or manufacturing
procedure information is a stumbling block to a partnering
arrangement. Additionally, a strong long term commitment




Shell Oil Company has a partnering agreement with
S.I. P. Engineering for oil field engineering services. In a
paper presented to the 2 0th Annual Engineering and
Construction Contracting Conference, Association of
Industrial and Chemical Engineers (AIChE) , September 1988;
R.D. Provost, manager of the machinery and electrical
eguipment group for Shell Oil Engineering, and R. S.
Lipscomb, project director for S.I. P. Engineering, discussed
the success of their partnering relationship. [Provost and
Lipscomb, 1990] They believe that trust and openness are
the keys to a successful partnering relationship. The
partnership must have support throughout both organizations
and the "principals in both organizations must be convinced
that the other will bear in mind their interest". In
addition, the relationship must be long term. S.I. P. and
shell have had a business relationship for over 18 years.
"The result has been a focus on long-term benefits and less
on short-term difficulties, except as learning experiences."
The partners must act to make the relationship win-win and
feel an obligation that the other party benefits from the
relationship. [Provost and Lipscomb, 1990]
The participants also list several things that a
partnering arrangement is not. Among them are:
30

1. The partnering agreement is not a guarantee of
contractor profit. "The partnering work S.I.P
does for Shell is all reimbursable. But Shell
continually monitors it to assure that it is
competitive in cost as well as in quality. If
S.I.P. does not operate in a cost-effective
manner, we both understand the relationship will
be terminated."
2. By the same token, the partnering arrangement
does not preclude a fair profit for the
contractor. "Shell continually compares the
overlay for the partnering work with the
engineering marketplace in Houston and when
appropriate, the rate is adjusted. Plus, we have
a significant incentive program directed to areas
that S.I.P. and Shell think would improve our
relationship.
"
The Shell/S.I.P relationship is that of an
owner/contractor. The authors relate several prerequisites
for the owner and contractor for a partnering agreement of
this type to succeed.
OWNER PREREQUISITES




2. The owner must be willing to accept
alternative methods to achieve the desired end
product
.
3. The owner must be willing relinquish some of
the control of the project and allow the partners
to make necessary decisions.
4
.
The owner must be able to admit his own
mistakes.
5 Senior management must be completely committed
to the success of the partnering relationship.
6. The owner must have trust in the contractor.
In Shell's case, this trust is expressed as:
"Trust that the contractor will be open and
honest about his capabilities and his
mistakes, and that the contractor won't argue
to take on more work or the kind of work he
can't do well. Trust that the contractor
shares the goal and the commitment to make
the partnering arrangement a success until it
is agreed that it be terminated." [Provost
and Libscomb, 1990]
CONTRACTOR PREREQUISITES
1. The contractor must be motivated and be able
to conform to the owner's culture.
2 The contractor must take on many tasks that
are traditionally accomplished by the owner.
3 The contractor must provide complete and
correct work on the first try.
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4. The contractor must be willing to assume
initiative beyond that of the traditional
contractor.
5. The contractor must accept accountability for
all aspects of his work.
6. The contractor must have a similar commitment
to success and support from top management as the
owner's organization.
OWNER ADVANTAGES
1. Reduction of project-related demands on
Shell's staff. "The ultimate in our partnering
occurs when each partner provides what he is able
without review, checking or verification by the
other .
"
2. Increased flexibility and responsiveness in
terms of added skills and resources. "S.I. P. has
skills that Shell does not have nor has an every
day need for, but which occasionally are very
important. In the partnering arrangement, S.I. P.
is dedicated to respond."
3. Improved project scope definition at project
start. "When the costs of milling around trying
to consider all the various alternatives in a
project are made apparent (versus when the owner
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does it with his own staff)
,
people tend to get on
with deciding what is really required."
4 . The long term relationship tends to bring




1. A base workload. Even though there may not be
a guarantee of work, the long term relationship
allows the contractor to plan more for the long
term.
2. "Opportunity to refine and develop new skills
in a controlled and low-risk way. Our partnering
projects have provided the impetus to adopt
specific engineering software packages and design
aids preferred by Shell." In particular, the




-Individual and company incentives
-Quality as a process




Projects are selected for the S.I. P. team that range
from $4MM to $20MM and tend to allow S.I. P. to maintain
responsibility and accountability for the lifetime of the
project. Shell has noted that "there is a positive
correlation between early involvement of the partnering team
and the success of the project."
The partnering relationship, like all others, is not
problem free. The authors report that most of the problems
encountered tend to be either a resistance to change or
reliance on the "master/slave tradition". Organizational
change was required of both companies to make partnering a
success. Additionally, Shell as an owner, had to accept a
perceived risk in allowing the contractor to take on greater
responsibility and accountability. S.I. P., as a contractor,
had to break away from the comfortable role as "slave", and
accept greater accountability for the work.
In order to solve some of the initial problems of
adapting to partnering, S.I. P. created
"an image of elite corps. Those involved in
partnering are housed in separate buildings, are
involved in numerous team-building efforts, are
eligible for individual incentive awards based on
partnering performance, and are encouraged to view
the partnering assignment as requiring a higher
level of technical skill and more attention to
quality issues. [Provost and Libscomb, 199 0]
The partnering relationship appears to be a resounding
success for Shell and S.I. P. As to the perceptions of the
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future of the partnering relationship, the authors write:
"Our partnering relationship is now
functional, maintainable and is likely to execute
successful projects.
We intend to expand use into more of Shell's
operation and facilities where capital projects
are being done. It is an acceptable solution to
internal resource limitations.
We intend to continue to extend the
capabilities of the partnering organization. One
aspect of this extension is the execution of
projects with more difficult interfaces.
A second aspect is to execute projects using
different execution strategies. We currently are
doing our first project in which the partnering
organization is managing and providing technical
approvals for a third party EPC contractor.
A third aspect is to continue a progressive
approach in adopting and utilizing innovative
techniques as they are developed in our industry.
We intend to implement CII guidelines as a matter
of policy.
Last, we recognize the need to continue to
nurture and grow the new partnering culture. It





Du Pont has a similar relationship (to that of
Shell/S.I.P. ) with both MK-Ferguson and Fluor Daniel for
construction and engineering services on an open end basis.
According to Robert H. Miller, director of Du Pont ' s project
engineering division: "We commit the work and they commit
quality people and flexibility. We know and trust them and
they trust us." [Rubin and Lawson, 1988] [Wilkinson, 1988]
"Du Pont once did all of its own engineering
work, constructing more that 100 grassroots
plants. But in recent years the need for smaller,
more flexible and less expensive plants became the
order of the day. Moreover, this need occurred at
a time when manpower cutbacks were depleting the
company's ability to meet its goals. This led Du
Pont into its partnership with Fluor Daniel. The
agreement was that a dedicated group from the E/C
would be committed to Du Pont work. The E/C would
in turn get about a third of some $2 billion worth
of work planned by Du Pont. So in June 1986,
Fluor formed Delta Division, Now working on about
$500 MM worth of projects with a 450-employee
workforce." [Vervalin, 1989]
A short history of the Du Pont/Fluor Daniel
relationship is illustrative of the common sense approach
that leads to partnering. The following discussion with
Raymond F. Crickenberger, design manager for Du Pont's
engineering department, appeared in the September 1988
edition of the Engineering News Record:
Before getting involved with Fluor Daniel,
Crickenberger says, Du Pont built up a large
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internal engineering department that constructed
plants for Du Pont, the government and several
competitors. "We never needed outside help. We
felt no one could do it as well as we could," he
explains. "This turned out to be a major hurdle
for us to overcome as we began to utilize
contractors of any kind."
Then Du Pont began to hunt for cost-cutting
opportunities. The company started cutting the
engineering staff, but not its $1-2 billion, 400-
projects/year workload. The solution was to use
contractors. But that had drawbacks: After a
team was trained for one project, the group would
break up and the same people could never be
brought together again. To solve that problem,
Fluor Daniel agreed to devote a division of 300
people to Du Pont work. Fluor Daniel has
increased the division to about 480 people
currently working on 18 different projects worth
$350 million; the company has another 120 people
operating out of Europe on Du Pont work"
[Wilkinson, 1988]
The Fluor Daniel partners in the Fluor Daniel/Du Pont
relationship relate the same themes as discussed previously.
Specifically:




Owner acceptance of other ways of
accomplishing project.
3. Contractor conforming to the owner's corporate
culture.
This type of open-ended commitment is a common type of
partnering which occurs frequently in the small dollar end
of the engineering/construction industry though it is not
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known by the term partnering. The practice has been common
for many years although the term has not come into use until
recently. As an example, a small engineering firm in North
Carolina began work in 1965 with a particular client. The
client was a residential developer and the engineer
performed general civil engineering services, sewer, water
and road design, and surveying for the client. As the
relationship developed, the engineer became the sole source
for engineering services used by the developer. The
engineer's staffing was based on the developer's work load.
As the mutual relationship grew, both parties began to
direct their efforts toward the productivity of the other
party. Although this relationship was conducted without a
contract for a long term relationship, the results show a






3. Quality work the first time
4. mutual benefit, risk and reward
To the participants in this example, as well as to many
others in industry, partnering is a new word for "good
business practices" that they use routinely. The traits and
characteristics of the partnering management approach is




On the international scene, partnering may have future
potential as a way to increase competitiveness in foreign
markets. James F. Bere
'
, Chairman of Borg-Warner
Corporation, several key observations about global joint
ventures which are applicable to partnering relationships.
1. "Make sure senior management and the board of
directors get a genuine indoctrination in the
business culture of your partners.
2. "Operational commitment must be genuine."
3
.
"A continuing presence in the operation of the
joint venture is essential."
4. "Timing is critical." Partnerships are only
worthwhile when both parties have strengths to
offer. [Bere', 1987]
As we expand into global markets, partnerships with
foreign companies can be a key in successful competition.
The foreign company will bring knowledge of the global
culture, marketing strategies, etc. to the partnership.
For a true partnering relationship, the U.S. company must





The Construction Industry Institute formed a Task Force in
the spring of 1988 to evaluate the feasibility of partnering
as a management tool in construction. Appendix A lists
several existing partnering relationships examined by the
institute and brief comments from the partners on the
results of the relationships. An interim progress report
was published for the 1989 Annual meeting of the
Construction Industry Institute (CII)
.
"The concept of partnering is based on the
premise that important but complementary
opportunities may exist between two companies,
whether they have a customer-client relationship
or competitor-competitor relationship, but
barriers exist that prevent them from working
together. However, if the right people are
brought together with effective organizational
process, these barriers can be eliminated and





As part of its research, the CII conducted a survey of
firms known to be involved in partnering arrangements. The
survey involved sending a questionnaire to seven owners and
eleven contractors (A/E's and general contractors). Figure
4.1 shows the percent agreement concerning the effect that
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partnering will have on Quality and performance. It appears




Effect of Partnering on Quality and Performance
Statement
Project schedules will be more dependable
There will be fewer engineering
errors and omissions




Resource planning will improve












Figure 4.2 shows the expected cost benefits (minus sign
indicates a decrease in cost) resulting from a partnering
arrangement. According to the Task force, "There were no
instances where one party was expected to suffer at the
expense of another, nor were there any anticipated increased
cost impacts." A summary of expected costs of partnering













































Finally, tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the ranking that the
survey participants gave the reasons for entering a
partnering relationship as well as the management concerns





Business Strategies that Led to Partnering
Ranking
Strategy Contractor Owner
Continuing a successful previous
relationship 3 1
Long-term workload commitment 2 2
Cost effectiveness 4 4
Change in business climate 6 3
Manpower leveling 1 6
Willingness to share risks 5 5
Figure 4 .
5
Management Concerns in Partnering
Concern
Relationship must be based on trust
Selection of team personnel
Changing attitudes from adversarial
to co-operative
Risk of failing to work together
Need for innovative technology and
management skills
Assignment of team responsibilities
Partnering team leadership
Relations between team and non-team
personnel
Owner involvement in cost and
time estimates
























If one compares the results of this survey with the
comments from the other partnering arrangements discussed
in this paper, one sees a strong similarity in the goals,
benefits, and concerns of partnering across a wide range of
industry types and types of partnering arrangements. There
appears to be wide agreement that a partnering relationship
will have a positive impact on quality and performance at a
reduction in cost or increase in profit. It is also
interesting to note the results shown in Table 4.4, the
business strategies that lead to partnering. From the
contractor's perspective, the ability to level manpower
assets and a long-term work commitment are the top ranked
reasons to seek a partnering relationship. From the owner's
perspective however, the top reason cited is to continue a
successful previous relationship.
The interim report also provides guidelines on
selecting a partner and a flow chart for implementing a
partnering relationship. The implementation flow chart is
shown in Appendix B. This chart emphasizes the partnering
goals discussed earlier. Of particular note is the emphasis
placed on communicating goals and objectives to both parties
in order to blend the organizations together. The chart
also shows that the partnering relationship is a long term





Scott Baker, a member of the CII Partnering Task Force
and director of Energy projects for RUST International
Corporation, Birmingham, Alabama, examined why a business
would choose partnering over other forms of contracts.
Among his reasons are:
1. Lack of Personnel. An organization's need for
engineering and construction services may exceed
its in-house capability.
2. In-house Skills Renewal Not Occurring. The
firm cannot maintain expertise in all areas.
3. Optimal Project Planning. Project costs can
be better controlled through early (planning and
design stage) coordination with the partnering
team.
4. Cost reduction.
5. Prospect of long-term workload.
6. Focus on Quality Management. [Baker, 1990]
The bottom line, of course, is to improve quality and
profits.
"Any mechanism that promotes trust and encourages
communications over the long term will help create
an environment for quality improvement. This
environment, coupled with commitments to
excellence from senior management within both
organizations, will provide fertile ground to




Partnering, as defined by CII, can take on many forms of
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relationships, but all forms again exhibit similar traits.
According to CII, partnering is a valid business strategy,
but it cannot fit every situation. Partnering requires a
shift in corporate culture, a "paradigm shift", to a more
open and trusting relationship with suppliers, customers and
even competitors. Figure 4.5, discussed earlier,
illustrates some of the concerns that both owners and
contractors have with adapting to a partnering approach.
However, the preliminary results from existing partnering
relationships show encouraging results. Unfortunately, the
long term nature of the relationships prevents complete
examination until the relationship has been in place for
several years. Additionally, to use a colloquialism, the
traits of partnering are like "mother and apple pie". This
author believes that it would be difficult to make a case
that use of the business practices required for partnering
would do harm to a business relationship, or turn a






The United States Army Corps of Engineers [COE] began
an experiment with partnering in 1988 with the construction
of a replacement of the William B. Oliver Lock and Dam at
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. [Dupes, 1989] The contract for the
construction project had already been awarded when the COE
decided to try the partnering approach. This "after award"
partnering differs from the "standard" partnering approach
of selecting a partner. In the Oliver project, the COE
proposed that "partnering" be used and the contractor, Fru-
Con Construction, accepted. The partnering process involved
an initial team building workshop among all project
personnel with subseguent follow up workshops. Although the
Oliver Lock and Dam project has not been completed, reports
have been encouraging of the partnering relationship.
Partially as a result of the success with the Oliver
project, the Corps of Engineers developed a Partnering guide
for construction projects. This guide is shown in Appendix
C. Attachment B of the guide lists suggested ideas for the
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initial and follow on partnering workshop. Attachment C of
the guide contains a description of the Oliver Lock and Dam
project and of the partnering relationship.
The steps necessary to implement the COE type of
partnering relationship are summarized as follows:
1. Begin Early.
2. Obtain Commitment from Top Management.
3. Identify a "Sponsor" or "Champion".
4. Select Participants
5. Select Facilitators






The partnering guide developed by COE describes a
specific form of partnering different from earlier examples
in this report. The guide is intended to help implement a
partnering relationship for a single construction contract
by use of a facilitator and workshop of team building
exercises. "The process provides a structured environment
for developing the cooperative attitude and commitment
needed to drive the Partnership" [Mobile District, US Army
Corps of Engineers, 1990]
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The Corps of Engineers Partnering Guide sums up
partnering as:
"... partnering is an attitude, not necessarily
a sophisticated process. The concept can be
applied on a low cost basis. The agreement
between the parties and the commitment to open
communications ant trust are the necessary
ingredients. This can be accomplished in the
simplest sense as a personal commitment between .




The Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) has
used a process for many years which can to some extent be
called partnering; open ended engineering service contracts.
Each Naval installation generally requires engineering
services for several projects during the course of the year.
These projects vary from large, congressionally mandated
military construction projects to small planning evaluations
and reports. As it is not practical to keep an in-house
staff with the expertise to tackle all of these projects,
the Navy contracts for most of the work.
The large projects are generally contracted for
singularly with competition based on a quality review and a
negotiation on price with the successful Architect and
Engineering (A/E) firm. However, most bases contract for a
single A/E firm or a few A/E firms in different specialty
areas to handle all engineering services for a specified
period of time (typically a year)
.
The successful A/E firm can generally be assured of
getting all the engineering work required by the base
although there is no guarantee of a particular level of
work. Each requirement for engineering services is
separately negotiated with the A/E firm. In theory, this
should encourage the A/E to develop staffing and procedures
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to specifically provide a for the installation's needs.
Although the short term of the contract does not fit the
partnering model, many similarities are evident. However,
the specific commitment for a long term relationship is not
considered strong enough for a true partnership.
Southern Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command
is currently experimenting with another form of partnering
for construction projects. This form of partnering is
similar to that developed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The data for this section is primarily lecture
notes and slides from a briefing to Southern Division Naval
Facilities Engineering Command (SOUTHDIV) project managers,
given by Harry Zimmerman, Bob Green, and Bill Quade of the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Headquarters (NAVFAC)
of 16 April 1991.
As part of the Defense Management Review of 1990,
the Military Construction group examined the procurement
procedures of the Naval Facility Engineering Command. The
final report listed several areas where greater efficiency
could be achieved in the construction procurement process.
Twelve of these areas are currently being implemented, (see
table 5.1) One of the areas is partnering.
The Naval Facilities Engineering Command defines
partnering narrowly and is developing a specific contracting










3. Small Project Strategies
4 Design/Build Contracts
5. Evaluation of Total Cost Bid Strategy
6. Request for Proposal Improvements
7. Packaging Design and Construction









Partnering in this sense is described simply as a team
building effort between the construction agent, owner, and
designer. The model developed by the US Army Corps of
Engineers (Appendix C) is used as a guide for the partnering
arrangement
.
However, instead of a long term commitment between
partners, NAVFAC intends to implement a partnering oncept
for complex construction projects after award by using a
third party facilitator to develop the partnering themes.
The partnering effort uses behavioral science
techniques to overcome interpersonal and institutional
barriers through use of a workshop with key members of the
partnering team. The workshop is intended to be 2 to 3 days
in length. The attributes developed in the workshop are the
familiar attributes of partnering discussed in earlier
chapters. "The shared goals developed in the partnering
retreat are specified in a formal, signed agreement and
typically include safety, quality, schedule, changes,




OF THE J-tf TEAM




We, the J-fi Team, are committed to a positive utilization of PARTNERING In the
construction and contract administration of this project. We believe trial through
PARTNERING we will be able to provide a safe, quality, functional project completed
on time and within budget.
We are committed to open communications, joint problem solving, and tsamwcrfc to
accomplish the following goals:
A satisfied customer with a quality facility which works.
A safe project with zero lost-timo accidents.
Successful project completion which includes:
.. Contract cost growth limited to 2%
. .
- Award 100% of the Award Fee
•• Completion within respective) budgets
•• Maximizing Value Engineering
- Completion on or ahead of schedule
Total team approach resulting in Outstanding Project Team Performance.
Our goals will be achieved through a commitment to teamwork and partnering
characterized by mi'tua! trust, responsiveness, flexibility and open
communication. To accomplish thes e goals, we, the J-6 Team, commit to project
aecislonynajjjng aHfeelowest possible level within the Team at the project site.

NAVFAC intends to use this approach on large, complex,
or critical projects with tight completion schedules.
Current projects using or scheduled to use the partnering
approach are:
$112M Naval Investigative Command HQ, Suitland MD,
$160M Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, VA.
$38M Drydock Modernization, Portsmouth, NH.
$25M Propulsion Training Facility, Charleston, SC,
Expected results from the partnering arrangement
include:






-Minimization of project cost growth
The team work approach is jump-started with a workshop
prior to start of construction. Comments from an observer
of one of the workshops are illustrative:
"The partnering session was conducted by
Blede and Boyd, P. C. , Management Psychologists.
"Participants included Army Corps of Engineers,
Air Force Systems Command, Newberg-Ebasso (Prime
Construction Contract Joint Venture) , various
major subcontractors, and the A/E. The first day
and a half was devoted to "human behavior"
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sessions including psychological profiles of team
members and team building exercises. The last day
and a half was devoted to joint examinations of
Government/contractor administration problems
specific to the project. A healthy examination of
invoicing, shop submittal, Buy American Act,
request for information, and other contract
administration procedures transpired. The project
is a $180 million dollar Large Rocket Test
Facility to be constructed on a "virgin" site at
Arnold Air Force Base, Tennessee. Although I was
turned off by the first day and a half, the
advantage of attacking anticipated problems well
in advance of critical path activities in a
nonthreatening, nonadversarial atmosphere came
through loud and clear. Although the "touchy-
feely" stuff seemed unnecessary at first, it
clearly was an expedient method to cut through
negative attitudes and facilitate timely
communication and teamwork."
The partnering agreement that resulted from this
particular workshop is shown as figure 5.2.
The partnering clause for NAVFAC construction contracts
reads as follows:
"In order to most effectively accomplish this
contract, the Government proposes to form a
cohesive partnership with the Contractor and its
subcontractors. This partnership would strive to
draw on the strengths of each organization an
effort to achieve a quality project done right the
first, within budget and on schedule. This
partnership would be bilateral in make-up and
participation will be totally voluntary. Any cost
associated with effectuating this partnership will
be agreed to by both parties and will be shared
equally with no change in contract price."
It is noted that in some cases, partnering was started
after the construction contract was awarded, thus the above
clause was not included in the contract. In those cases
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where the parties agreed to partnering, the same positive
results were observed.
Start up costs for the partnering retreat are three to
ten thousand dollars per contract. This relatively low
dollar investment yields a high potential for payback. In
this current approach, a contractor is not strictly selected
as a partner, rather the existing contractor is grown into a
partner for the instant contract. As one of the SOUTHDIV
project managers described the expected results "The
partnering process teaches us management techniques that are
second nature to many people. Partnering will not guarantee
a successful project, but it should open up honest and
direct lines of communication and will certainly not make





As seen in the Shell and Du Pont examples (p. 2 6-32)
,
partnering relationships are being used and have great
potential for A/E and Construction Contractor relationships
with owners. Appendix A shows several examples of both A/E
and Construction Contractor partners. This type of
relationship could be easily expanded throughout the
construction industry whenever
products or services of a recurring or similar nature are
required over a long term time period. A/E ' s and Prime
contractors can partner with owners and apply this technique
directly. The partnering relationship described in Chapter
III between Du Pont and MK Ferguson is an excellent example
of an application of A/E - Owner partnering. The
commitment of dedicated personnel to the Du Pont projects
allows for the work to be performed almost as if it were
done in-house by Du Pont, but without the overhead
requirement to maintain the staff and state of the art
expertise.
However, since a large portion of construction work is
for a one time service, partnering (long term
partnering) as used by Shell and others, is not applicable.
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The DOD approach is available to be implemented for single
projects of this type. The "jumpstart approach" uses the
partnering principals discussed here without a need for the
parties to partner for a long term relationship. As
discussed earlier, the full benefits of a partnering
relationship may not be realized but the team building
approach should not lesson the success of the project. The
cost in commitment, time, and resources must be examined.
Is partnering worthwhile for a single project? It
appears so. The results from the Oliver Lock and Dam, and
the Operational Control Center indicate a successful
project. The investment in the workshop and follow up
sessions is small when compared to the total cost in the
project and the projected rewards from minimizing conflicts.
Partnering appears to be especially beneficial for complex
projects where close coordination between contractor and
owner - A/E is required.
As discussed earlier, partnering is being practiced
within the engineering community for long term engineering
service relationships although the term partnering is not
necessarily used. The team building approach illustrated by
partnering is a key element in many A/E - owner
relationships. Renewed concentration on these principles
can only be beneficial. This beneficial relationship is





For the prime contractor and subcontractor,
implementation of partnering may not have as wide spread and
application. The prime contractor and subcontractor
relationship generally does not require a long term
commitment and preselecting the sub for partnering would
tend to circumvent competition in the bidding process.
Additionally, the prime contractor generally does not have
much control over the scope of the work to be accomplished.
The ability to resolve conflicts in the construction process
is highly dependent on the owner. It is generally the owner
and prime relationship where the problems are resolved and
the solution is dictated to the subcontractor. (Although
the subcontractor may well have important input in the
problem resolution, he is generally directed by the prime
contractor.
)




- shared risk, reward, responsibility, and goals, can
be a candidate for partnering in some form, especially if
one's view of partnering is on the characteristics and
commitment required of the relationship rather than on the
contractual form of the relationship. In summary, long term
partnering techniques are suitable for widespread use for
A/E - Owner and Prime Contractor - Owner relationships where
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a succession of similar products are required.
Alternatively, the DOD "jumpstart" approach is applicable to
Owner - Prime contractor relationships for a single project.
Partnering techniques can also be applied to A/E - Owner
relationships although it is felt that the nature of the A/E
relationship is already based on a team approach to produce
the design with the owners requirements and input.
A subcontractor may develop a long term relationship
with a particular prime contractor, and this may be defined
as partnering when both anticipate a commitment of work and
a commitment to level of service. However, if the prime
obtains business by competitive bid, it may be difficult for
both parties to commit as required by partnering since the
long term workload is not guaranteed. Long term partnering
requires enough work and enough staff to make a real
commitment to another partner. If a small contractor or A/E
attempts to partner, he may expend all of his resources in
that relationship and may not derive enough benefits from
that relationship to stay profitable. The organization
should multiple partners or commitments for work, otherwise
growth is wholly dependent on the single partner. As stated
in the Ford example, "different objectives can be pursued





To some, the characteristics of partnering are nothing
more than the normal business practices that go into
providing a superior service or product. As shown in the
North Carolina example, the engineering firm simply
provided what was thought of as "good service" and was
rewarded by a long term business relationship. The
attributes of partnering such as trust, commitment and
mutual risk sharing are difficult to contract for. In many
instances, they are the day to day business practices of the
firm. Otherwise, implementation can be difficult.
Partnering makes perfect sense in cases where a
specialty product is required over a long period but the
relatively small amount of the product required or the
technological expertise required to produce the product is
such that it is not economically feasible for the parent
company to produce the product in house. A long term
relationship between an owner and engineer or an owner with
a repetitive need for construction and a contractor are
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examples. The long term approach of traditional partnering
relationships makes it impractical for the majority of
owner/engineer/contractor relationships since the
requirements are of a one time nature. In this atmosphere,
none of the parties can afford the expense of matching their
corporate practices to those of the other party for one
project and remain competitive on cost. However, the
"jumpstart" approach now being used by the Department of
Defense appears to be extraordinarily successful for one
time construction projects (although there is no data to
support that the projects would have been unsuccessful
without a partnering relationship) . Additionally, one may
easily take the position that for those applications where
partnering makes sense, the attributes of partnering become
a rather obvious business practice for producing a superior
product and developing a long term business relationship.
In other words, if a partnering relationship is applicable,
a smart businessman will recognize the benefits of that
relationship and the strategy required to develop that
relationship whether or not he is familiar with the buzz
words of partnering.
The Corps of Engineers Partnering Guide provides an
easily followed procedure for implementing Partnering for a
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single construction contract. The method appears successful
and worthwhile, even if it accomplishes nothing more than
starting the contract off on a good foundation of open
communication, mutual trust, and a common commitment to the
success of the project.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
As a partnering relationship is long term, very little
data is currently available on the current construction
relationships. Future study should focus on a critical
review of the results of each of the relationships presented
here. Additionally, an analysis should be attempted to
quantify the cost savings or increased profitability from
partnering. Finally, a study should be conducted to
determine which types of construction projects in terms of
complexity or dollar value can benefit from a partnering
relationship (especially the one time partner approach used
by the Department of Defense) . In particular, three
questions should be addressed in future research of
expanding the use of partnering:
1. Is there a point of diminishing returns in which
the cost of implementing partnering outweighs the benefits?
2. When using the one time partner approach, should
successful partners be awarded future contracts?
3
.
Should completion of a partnering work shop be a
prequalification for bidding on certain critical projects?
4 . Should the partnering workshop become a standard item
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• MAKE BOTH ORGANIZATIONS FEEL A
PART OF PARTNERING ARRANGEMENT





• TAKE BEST FROM BOTH PARTNERS
• ENCOURAGE INNOVATION
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Owner U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Partner Fru-Con Construction Company
Date: Started in April 1988
Purpose: Construction of the $70 million replacement
of the William B. Oliver Lock and Dam, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama.
Results: Positive impact on project relations and
problem solving.
Owner U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (U.S. Air Force)
Partner W & J Construction Company (General Contractor)
Partner: Harris, Inc. (Instrumentation contractor)
Date: Started in February 1989
Purpose: Construction and activation of the $6.4
million TOCC Project at Cape Canaveral, Florida.
Results: Remarkable improvement in attitudes of
parties involved.
Owner Chevron Corporation
Partner Bechtel, Inc. (and all affiliates)
Date: Started in April 1989
Purpose: A master agreement for the supply of
engineering, procurement, and construction
management services for Chevron projects.
Separate contracts will be used for specific
projects and Bechtel affiliates.
Results: At this time the alliance has utilized
the engineering services portion of the agreement
only.
Owner Shell Oil Company
Partner Bechtel, Inc.
Date: Started in 1987
Purpose: Bechtel is performing engineering,
procurement, construction management, and related
services for Shell under Shell's Minimum Shell
Involvement (MSI) Program. This allows Shell to
concentrate its technical resources on the
production of its products.
Results: The program involves work at a number of
Shell Oil's facilities. Both companies feel they
benefit from the improved guality of the work
performed and the reduction of the cost of




Owner Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation
Partner RUST International Corporation
Date: Started November 1988
Purpose: RUST will perform conceptual studies,
engineering, procurement, and construction of
projects for GNN's capital program for the next
three to five years for five of the six GNN
divisions.
Results: RUST is already performing work under
the agreement at several mill sites. GNN has
transferred one coordinator to RUST'S Birmingham
headguarters , where 135 personnel are now employed
for the arrangement with a projected total of 3 00
personnel reguired.
Owner Union Carbide Chemical and Plastics Group
Partner Bechtel, Inc.
Date: Started in April 1988
Purpose: Bechtel will provide engineering,
procurement, and construction services with
expansion to include process engineering and
operations support. Union Carbide's cycling
workload had made in-house engineering and the use
of multiple contractors inefficient.
Results: UCC feels the partnering arrangement
with Bechtel is providing significant benefits and
Bechtel will be able to provide more cost-
effective services with a stabilized workload.
Owner Shell Oil Company
Partner S.I. P. Engineering, Inc.
Date: Started in 1984
Purpose: S.I. P. is providing engineering, design,
procurement, and construction management of
refining and petrochemical facilities for Shell.
This allows Shell to meet its strategic plan and
reduce the demands on Shell staff.
Results: Projects are under way at several
different Shell locations, with primary Shell
interfaces and SIP's design work done from
Houston. S.I. P. provides increased flexibility
and responsiveness for Shell on its project work.
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Owner E.I. Du Pont de Nemours
Partner Fluor Daniel
Date: Started in 1986
Purpose: Fluor Daniel is providing engineering,
design, procurement, and construction management
services to Du Pont for selected projects. Du
Pont entered into the agreement to obtain higher
quality services and improved safety for its
projects from a select supplier, while being able
to reduce the fixed resource requirements of doing
the work in-house.
Results: Both parties are quite pleased with the
relationship to date and are working on several
projects. Du Pont has a team of employees
assigned to Fluor Daniel's offices in Greenville,
South Carolina, for day-to-day coordination.
Owner Proctor and Gamble
Partner BGP Inc.
Date: Started in 1986
Purpose: Provide engineering and purchasing
services predominantly for the Diaper Category.
Results: Reduced cost of engineering and higher
quality engineering packages resulting in fewer
field changes and less field rework. Making
internal resources available for work which they
are uniquely qualified to do.
Owner Proctor and Gamble
Partner The M. W. Kellogg Company
Date: Started in 1986
Purpose: Provide engineering, purchasing and
construction services for the PS&D Category.
Results: Higher quality engineering packages
resulting in fewer field changes and less field
rework. Making internal technical resources




Owner Proctor and Gamble
Partner Fluor Daniel
Date: Started in 1986
Purpose: Provide engineering, purchasing, and
construction services for the Bar Soap & Household
Cleaning Products Division. The partnering team's
mission is to creatively develop and deliver
manufacturing systems and facilities such that
both companies are provided with a sustainable
competitive advantage.
Results: Continual improvement in the quality of
engineering and field support. Making internal
technical resources available for work which they
are uniquely qualified to do.
Owner E . I . Du Pont de Nemours
Partner MK-Ferguson
Date: Started June 1987
Purpose: MK-Ferguson is providing engineering
design, procurement, and construction services on
various projects. Du Pont entered into the
agreement to provide continuous in their EPC
process and institute additional flexibility in
resource utilization.
Results: Projects are in various phases of
completion at several domestic sites with plans
for future foreign sites. Both partners are
pleased with results to date. Du Pont has team of
three resident coordinators in MKF's Cleveland
office in addition to other part-time project
staff.
Owner E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
Partner Day Engineering (Small Projects)
Date: Started in 1988
Purpose: Project groups of several plants were
reorganized in a central location and augmented by
the contracting organization for improved
effectiveness and reduced use of in-house
resources in implement (<$2MM) Small projects.
Results: Desired goals were achieved by the
partner. The concept has spread to more plants in
several other parts of the country.
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Owner Alcan Rolled Products
Partner Fluor Daniel
Date: Started 1988
Purpose: Alcan selected Fluor Daniel to bring its
expertise to create a highly skilled team of
project and process engineers to improve Alcan'
s
engineering and total project quality. The
combined team will provide comprehensive manpower
leveling and change most of Alcan' s fixed project
costs to variable costs.
Results: The partnership is growing rapidly and
is progressing beyond original expectations. The
current projects being executed include the Terre
Haute widefoil mill plant and the new slitter line
at the Oswego, New York, plant. Fluor Daniel is
also providing conceptual design for several major
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A Guide to Partnering
for Construction Projects
I ntroduction
Partnering U an attitude. It U » way of doing buaness
with . conusor cr corner
taM|M
that WtaLei goal. -** - *• "»*•» toBghcoop«tlon and open """r^L ™-
^^ OT. b* "to concept h not. We ta. always practice* It. to. now we nave
pve. k a
name and a Kructure in order to more effectively
oaeute project*.
Tb. primary advantage of Partnering k that k
recogni.es the goals of all parte to create.
a
„*«*. rrfeffort. We in the Government have goal, of completing
quality projects, aafely. on time,K.S -S contractor wan* to marimiz. hi. prof, and sattfy «, C««0»«t0 «ton«
^ftol^ommitle, The customer wan. . quality product as •^^-fS-f-
™£Ll cos. to£ The« are not conflicting goa!s. There is a?^«^* ^£gt
the Partnering process provide, the
vehicle for enhancing the smilanties and
cooperahvely worBn.
accomplish our common goals. ••"*
The Parsnip is ....Wished through a Stated procea,
normally «****?
°*f£
worJhL to bring the participant, together. . The proees, provide. »
structured ««ron=ie=. for
g^foVestabEshTg a process between the Corp. of Engineer, (or
owner) and a Contractor for a
construction project.
^Pllcatiga
When should Partnering be used? Is it applicable to all
constuetion F°i«*j ** **' «*
guide^for when to uTthe process? Are there threshold project
costs that define a need for




no definite answers. Because of the upfront
commitments and costs associated **h
a formal Partnership, its application is
probably more appropriate for projects which are
large, comply
j!Z7Z*2**Z risks associated with their timely completion. Hoover, as discussed later
b tfaa paper, the concept can be adapted for smaller projects.
Procedure
The following b a .uggeated step-by».ep proees. which
serves a. a guide^f*^^
Partnership. It is only « guide. In individual
cases, all step, nay not be re?uhed.a»d
modwi





1. Bean Early . If Partnering is to be used, the decision should be made as early as possible, and the
process begun before contract award. In the solicitation for bids, » gcaeral statement of intent is helpful.
Typical wording may be as follows:
In order to most effectively accomplish this contract, the Government proposes to form a
cohesive partnership with the Contractor and its subcontractors. This partnership would strive
to draw on. the strengths of each organisation in an effort to achieve a quality project done
right the first time, within budget tad on schedule. This partnership would be bilateral in
make-up and participation will be totally voluntary. Any cost associated with effectuating. Jthis
partnership will be agreed to by both parties and will be shared equally with no change in
contract price/
The key essential concepts in the statement are "voluntary* and 'cost sharing". It should be a process
that both parties want and for which both are willing to pay.
2. Obtain Commitment from Top Management. Because of the additional efforts and up-from costs
required for Partnering, top levels of management in both organizations (Corps and Contractor) must
be fully committed to the concept and process. Without the commitment and active, support, of
management, the process will have less chance of success. The commitment should ^be from the top
down. The CEO's of both organizations (the District Engineer In the case of the Corp* of Engineers)
should be approached with an explanation of the advantages of Partnering and their open support should
be assured.
3. Identify a 'Sponsor* or 'Champion*. No matter how committed mftmjrramt and the participants
are, the Partnership will not run itself. In order to track, care for, and feed the process, one individual
must assume the responsibility for ft. This person must provide the moral, administrative, and logistical
support that will be required to make it work. In-the Mobile District, the life Cycle Project Manager
has the responsibility for the initiation, development, nurturing, and maintenance of the Partnering process.
Since Partnering promotes the same goals that are of paramount interest to the project manager -
quality, schedule, and cost - he is ft logical choice for champion.
4. Select Participants. Who should constitute the Partnering team? The answer will vary from project
to project, but .there are some guidelines. First of all, the Corps' Area or Resident Engineer, his
counterpart with the Contractor, and their assistants should form the nucleus. The size of the project
should dictate who else on their staffs should participate. Management representatives . of both
organizations should also be a part of the team. Personnel in the District OfSce should also be
considered, since design changes win occur during construction. Care should be rarrrised m maintaining
a balance. If the team were "loaded" with Corps personnel, the contractor might feel oumrrmbered and
not perceive his role as being equal. The total number should be considered, also. The size of the




5. Select Facilitators . Teamwork, trust, and communication are Deeded to sustain the process, and
specific, facilitated workshops are recommended to build these qualities. A facilitated workshop is one
conducted by an individual who is not part of the technical or management portion of the group, but
is a third parry, objective participant, skilled m teambuilding and group dynamics, who has no vested
interest in the decisions reached by the group. The facilitator manages the process of the meetings •
sot what is decided, but how these decisions are made. A facilitator must be reasonably neutral on the
subject under discussion and his or her goal should be only to reach a consensus among the team. Due
to the intensive nature of Partnering workshops, more than one facilitator may be advisable.
The selection of a facilitator is an important one. There are several firms which have some
knowledge and experience in facilitating Partnering workshops. A list of those experienced facilitators
is included as Attachment A to this paper.
Geography, availability, or cost may dictate the use of facilitators without specific Partnering
experience. There are many firms and individuals available throughout the country with the necessary
skills for facilitating Partnering workshops. The primary skills needed for facilitating a Partnering team
are in the areas of Management Training, Communications, and Organizational Development. A check
with the Business School at a local university may be profitable. Additionally, Corps Training Officers
and Planning Divisions generally deal with these types of individuals on a regular basis^and may know
of a person or firm which could provide the service,
Remember that all costs are to be shared by both parties. Mere information on specific costs is
included later in this paper.
6. Schedule Initial Workshop. In order to set the tone for the project working relationships, the
Partnership should begin immediately. The initial workshop should be scheduled as soon as possible
after contract award, It should be of several days duration and be conducted at a location away from
the project site or the offices of the participants. Experience has shows that four days provide adequate
time for accomplishing the goals of the workshop without unduly pressuring the participants. A "retreat'
atmosphere away from the workplace fosters the group dynamics which oust occur.
7. Conduct Workshop. To properly initiate the Partnership, an initial facilitated workshop should be
planned and conducted. The facilitators should make heavy use of group dynamics techniques such as
the Nominal Group Process, throughout the life of the Partnership. Attachment B is an outline of.
suggested activities that could be performed at this initial workshop.
S. Follow-up. A detailed mtiinfrrianrA plan should be iriciuffind is the implementation stage. Follow*
up sessions should be planned to reinforce team building sldUs and to tutu the progress of the
Partnership. These follow-up aorvities are vital The initial workshop focuses os changing the attitudes
of the participants from the traditional "us* and "them* to the team-spirited "we'; the lessons seed
periodic reinforcement The more time that passes, the more human nature tends to bring back old
hiblts and attitudes. An occasional one- or two- day periodic refresher will significantly boost the spirit
of tie Por'jsersiip. The frequency depends upon the individual personalities aid qrcutastaaces. Be

flexible. If the plan is not working as well as
it could, change it. Schedule the follow-up more or less
frequently than planned as circumstances dictate.
£&t
What does Partnering cost? The complete answer is dependent on several
variables, including size
of the team and distances between the project site, the Corps'
District office, and the contractor's home
office. The cost of facilitator* is probably the greatest visible cost, and can
vary depending on the




' The cost of facilitators will vary from one firm to another, but will
probably be over
$1,000 per person per day, including planning and preparation
time. If the facilitators are local.
coordination wiE be easier, but if they are located elsewhere, travel and
per diem wfll add »*»«*•
For .an initial four-day workshop, including preparation, a
good planning estimate would be $6-10,000.
Likewise, two-day follow-up sessions should cost $3-5,000.
2 Labor The cost of both Corps and contractor personnel should not
be overlooked. It costs both
organizations to have key people intensively involved in such an
effort.* Tiiis cost can be estimated by
knowing who should be involved and consider the cost of their time for the
duration^ the workshops
plus travel time, if any.
3 M^tiag Facilities. Renting hotel conference rooms is the most practical,
given the fact that all
participant* should be away.from their office* and the job site. Typical conference
fadlifies cost in the
$50-100 per day range. You may want a second room for the team to
subdivide into smaller workmg
groups for specific exercises. Some creativity in locating the sessions
could reduce this cost
4. Supplies. Dont forget that you need at least two flip charts with lots
of paper, markers, and tape.
Many hotels can provide these with the meeting rooms at no additional
cost.
5. Travel Travel and per diem expenses for participants to attend
workshops are costs that can be
easily estimated.
6 4dayafaafe& The -champion's' time for logistical planning,
coordination, rnaih^^
activities needs to be considered. The Partnership does not run
itself. Some .effort is^required.
Consider at least 2-3 days preparation and follow-up plus several
days between sessions for miateaaacc
activities.
7 Lost Productivity. In addition to direct labor costs, the Partner^
efforts wfl take nanpew and
brampow«™ from other efforts. This is especially crucial to the cemtractw smce ir recces his




6 Perks. To Instill and maintain tbc 'team" feeling, consider
-the bclusion of coffee and refreshments
tl the workshops and poasibly some keepsake
items, such as coffee mugs or note pads with the team's
logo (which couid be developed at the initial workshop).
The keepsakes could be provided at each
workshop to make the participants feel they belong to something special.
It's * nice and inexpensive
extra that adds to team spirit. Caution: be sure to stay
within the limits of regulations governing
contracting and conflict of interest
Example*
There are two specific projects in the Mobile District where Partnering has
been successfully used.
They are the Oliver Lock and Dam replacement at Tuscaloosa, Alabama and the
Test Operation Control
Center (TOCC) at Cape Canaveral, Florida. Attachments C and D summarize how
the Partnering
concept Is being applied at each.
Shortcut f?r Spaller Protects
Everything discussed thus far has centered on large, complex projects,
where the .post of Partnering
would be insignificant compared to the project cost How can the^rocess te
-adapted for small projects?
The concept is too good to be applied only to the big ones.




a low cost basis. The agreement between the parties and the
conumtment to open
communications and trust are the necessary ingredients. This can be accompushed
in the smrplest sense
as a personal commitment between the Corps' Resident Engineer
and the contractor's sopemtendent
•
As an extension of that (jormmtment, these mdividuals could expand the
cornmirment to their staffs.
A xnini-bitial workshop of a day or leas could be conducted on-site without
trained facflitators m a
structured atmosphere. If the informal group can identify goals,
develop a plan to achieve them, and
draw up a "document' to commit to the goals, then a Partnership
would have been implemented. Its
not anything magic, just common sense.
Oth*r Application*
Although not yet tried, design contract! with Architeet-Engineer
(A-E) firms could also lend
themselves to the principles of Partnering. The proeeas will soon be applied
to A-E contracts » the
Mobile District and the expectation is very positive. We also believe that the
inclusion of the non-




- Partnering k not magic or mysterious; It Is not new, and it u
not a qiuck fix. It u common iwa
and it is successful The itepi outlined in this
paper have been proven to work in the camples suted.
St they should not be taken » *»*. Each contract and each
team will form the, own creative and
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for laiDa! Partnering Workshop
The goals of ^workshop are to open eommunicadon., develop ««»«£*<"*j*l™g%)g&
1. Strengthen interpersonal communications with exercises
such as Active Listening / Congruent Sending
or other communications skill building techniques.
I A self examination exercise, such as the utilization and obtusion of
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
survey would be appropriate as the next effort.
3. Develop teamwork with specific tembuilding «£~°£J!« '"jf? *£gptStX *e
breaker- exercises for the participants to get. to know one "J™"' " L^btaMeJ Individuals
individual, understand group dynamics. Exercises where the
participants solve prooiena as
and then as groups are excellent for achieving, this.
4. Team exercises are important to get the individuals W-jtJMJyg ^^J^ ffiSi
poupTwifhdifferent combination! of Corps-Contractor and field-office
personnel
5. Define str»gth, k weakness torn, prior projecU **0"» W* faL%SSjX
they will be dealing with as a team.
watte?^p^r^^^
^aSSs"idSa' «• nSIK ami how to negotiate based on interests.
7. Develop a problem solving strategy or methodology far
the""""L^te™ £SdJ
they arise.
8. Dev^op trial solutions us^ the .tele^ problem
outlmcd in Step 5. The trial solutions may only be conceptual « ^ PJ™*
*"* "*'
reinforce the team approach to solving real hie project problems
and disputes.
9 Define Partnership goals. Aa an individual[exercise, or if
the participants are 'exercised out", as a
group, develop a reausuc set of goals for the
Partnership.
10. Execute ah agreement U^^^^oped^
for the members to sign to express their canmiuaentJfg^^'ffiB &JjSSecoj£Tof Che S-3
have the CEO's of each organization abo sign the agreement .{J*™? Sk and Dam and the Test
Scum-nt to aE members. ^Examples of aucn agreements for the Olfalg**** »** *»
""
o5 ConttOl Center within STMobUe District are included as Attachment E.
U. Develop an implementation plan. This **£*$*>£*^^^^A^tS^








the Oliver Lock and Dam Replacement
pokucal interest, in keeping the job on schedule.
Partnership wu 'begun.
To demonstrate management's commitment to this new concept,
both 'the Corps' Mobile jbijttfct
Chief of iSSSSSw^B™8a»*i Vice President for Operations^volunteered>»^ •»»»Sen. fSSSS from both organization* were members,* well as design stiff m the home office*.
The complete initial make-up of the team « shown below:
y*U.CON CORPS
Vice President Chief of Construction
Proiect Manager (site) . Resident Fnginrxtr
ftojea &£neer Se) Asst Resident Engineer
Quality Control Rep. (site) Office Engineer
Chief, Proj. Spt. (home) Structural Engmeer £ome)
Project Support (home) C-eotechnical gagmeer (home)0J "^ v
' Construction Prog. Mgr. (home)
Later additions included FRU-CONTs schedule eroert and ^Corps'
life Cycle Project Manager
(LCPM was established two months after the Partnership was initiated).
M part of the plan developed at the initial workshop, the team ft^ed to ogduct a foDow-up
SSise* to foeu. on real i»u« to be solved a ttetem^g^tJX^'S JtoSrettae
habits. i







^ /- >-a ruiT^nM »rft eouaUv sbarinc the Partnering costs. Each pays the facilitators onThe Corps and JRU-CON.jre qw ny wanng uw^ c^ ^ougb „ bdefinite delivery order
" JSS^ITO-C&to£»8 "ft, we spue ail' the coTu on an alternating basis In
Sder ?d mfvido coff?e aTd £fre*X at thfseasious, we found thai.Instead of paymg <all cosU
on
Tht «Ls^e ^similar, and we are able to work in a professional atmosphere.
T. fu-tue,. Ljrn . feeiiac of belonging to the 'team", we also provide team members little perks
with Sc l£o of^hTte^^riSeTonSa, At the initial workshop, a team logo ™J$£?£' £
ktentfr melbc7sh£ cTae team as lomething special. The perks have consisted
of portfolios, co.ee
cups, xce cooler* and nylon attaches. ...
Partnering does not ensure a lack of disputes, but it does provide a
communications F°c«sfcj
The team has considered and refined concepts before FRU-CON has submitted proposals
to ensure
their mndTaSa^ jSSh^thaTPRU-COK spending time developing proposals «* *3 °tE
^dStofSSS^ ^efforts. are now spenjo^ on ff^g^^^SAJ












Test Operation Control Center
Cape" Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida, the launch site for the Nation's
exploration of spa©£ is
the ske of the Test Operation Control Center (TOCC). As part of the process d[j^SSSfiS
stations and acquisition sensors, the TOCC will significantly reduce the turn-around lung between hunches
wd wbSSS^Siuec the possibility of launch delays due to instrumentation difficulaes For Uus
reason and in order to meet the expanding missile and space vehicle test requirements of
the lWs, IMS
facility is critical to both the Department of Defense and NASA programs.
The TOCC is a $17 million project involving the construction of a facQiry for monitoring and
controlling all rocket launches at the Cape. The 335,000 gross square foot center contamijig.<*«£««»gS building housing, an instrumentation area, and a very comprehensive u^nor . design to
cnhancelK utSryor the fSty. The construction includes a complex hVaC system for «vironmental
control which u critical to the $60 million worth of inscrumentaoon equipment to occupy the
faohry.
The TOCC was targeted for Partnering during its design. Members of the partnerine te«art^«eat
the rhrSj areaTofintereTt in the project^ the contractor, the user, and the Corps. The construction
contractTw&J^ii£S*£> is part of die Parking team along with the ix^eutanon
SrSJSS, Har^CorpoTation The user, the Air Force, ^.^pre^^Ak Force &&**£$
&ri»er on base, the Eastern Space and Missile Command, and the 65&th Air Base J
group. FigUy,
thTcorps is represented by both Mobile District Project Managers and field
engineers at Cape
Canaveral.
The Notice to Proceed for construction on the TOCC was acknowledged bvW&J C^trucdon on
9 FebSLy SSS. mte Part^rSg workshop was held on 27-28 February **B«mfl *&*£%£.
Duetothe enthusiasm and cooperation of all the participants, the meeting wen! weD. .^ Oms^S
who was wary of the Partnering at first, became a believer, and enjoyed the cooperative attitude
among
all involved.
Because of the initial success of the Partnering workshop, t follow-up'meeting
was not jched^
but ia^te aSedngs between the contractor, the Air Force, tnd the Corps' field personnel
were
scheduled biweekly at the TOCC
As construction progressed, minor difficulties arose that warranted a follow-up
mee^ A xnettinj
of ATttSe PwS^^oupwas held on 5 December 1989, ten months after the imt^ workshop A
survey of£e contractor, the Air Force, and the Corps by the ^***«^'g^: £& $f*
indicated that those affected feel the Partnering process is worktag above average (4
on a scsde of 1 to
5)7V*Tlowesfscore recorded was in problem handling, most. fSmg that gmpoou11a^t*&
with problems and concerns was slow. Improvemeni is needed in com»umcafi«ur^JfJ^*" 10.^
Sained and restricted. This is an area that the group will work to improve As one surveyed
said our
candid, honest discussions are better said and resolved now than in the courts.
On the positive side, the highest scores were recorded in cooperation between both the
Cor^jnd
the coSracL? andOieCorps anTthe Air Force, Comment!; from those involved
«^.ft&* gyg
* gSrJtiner^han without Partnering. The project is 63% complete and a ^^^J^J^^
£hedufe Md so far only one accident has been recorded Another of jhw nmpdiBd
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